Playbook
How we do things. Together.
We are | Specialists and purpose driven 


We believe in | Agile principles for how we do things and 

peoples’ ability to lead and make good decisions 


We have fun. Together. 


 


With from all Comprendians
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Our purpose

We are a specialist digital communications consultancy focusing on the
needs of companies that are in the public eye. Our mission is to help business
understand and inspire the people that matter to them. In our view, the best
way of doing that is using digital solutions.

We live in a VUCA world
Our world today is fast moving, and it is volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous,
aka a VUCA 1 world. In order to be successful in such a world, it is important to be able
to adapt very quickly. It is also important to test hypothesis as we go along because
the result is not always what you think it should be.  


Using agile principles for how we structure, organise, and do our work ensures that we
do what is most important right now and that we measure the result. 


Our organisation is not built on a traditional hierarchical controlling structure but
instead relies upon self-leadership and a fluid structure with roles and teams with
distinct purposes. Some more permanent, others more fluid.

How we do things

Our organisation is based on agile principles and self-leadership. This empowers,
engages, and leverages the skills of all our people and ultimately help us to be
successful. 


How we do things is based on a strong foundation of values, guided by principles in
different areas that helps you to interpret and navigate successfully in our organisation
and in the world at large.  


Self-leadership, where you take responsibility for three key dimensions: value
creation, your development and your well-being. 


Agile organisation where we use Sociocracy 3.0 patterns to guide us which all
boils down to 3 super principles and 7 principles (organisation principles) 


Our manifesto for a fair and free Comprend.
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volatility,_uncertainty,_complexity_and_ambiguity

We work with communication
We work for companies where communications regarding corporate and financial
information, investor relations, brand, sustainability and employer branding is crucial.
Some of them are listed, some of them are about to list on the stock exchange and
some are publicly owned companies. This is where we have our edge and can
contribute the best.  





Long and strong relationships with
our clients
We want to have solid and longstanding relationships with our clients. In fact, we never
want the relationship to end. We want to be best friend forever, BFF, with our clients
which means loyalty and empathy that flows in both directions.  


Our curiosity and empathy for the person that works for our client company is a
fundamental part of how we do things. A lot of the time, we are our client’s closest
team. They rely on us to have their backs and to help them. They put their trust in us
and we can sometimes influence and enhance their career progression through the
good work that we do. Our loyalty and empathy are not a one-way street. By giving it
freely, we receive the same back with loyal clients who confide in us.  


This partnership is symbiotic in its nature.

Values and
culture
We work with our company values and our personal values together. We
believe it is very important to connect your personal values and your own
motivation to the values we share, our company values. 


Everyone that joins us will take part in this as part of the onboarding process as we
know this is an important compass for decision making, especially in a VUCA world. We
recognise that everyone has their own personal values and that you choose to connect
to our company values. When you choose to do so we create a strong bond which also
helps with motivation and helps you counter whatever happens in the working day, in a
good way.

Comprend’s values
Our values help us navigate the day in a way that is both fast paced and uncertain. With
our values as a foundation, we know and trust that you will make good decisions.

Together

Committed

We believe in the power of people
working together, bringing experience,
different skills, cultures, and capacity
together. And we develop together.

We are committed to each-other and to
our clients. We do what it takes to get
things done.

Creative

Proud

Thinking outside the box, pursuing new
ways and methods and applying is what
we do. Creativity spans all skills and
situations and is a state of mind.

What we do matters. Who we are
matters. What I know matters. We are
proud, confident and hold our heads high.

Together, Committed, Creative, Proud. We are Comprend.

Our Manifesto: 

A fair and free Comprend
We are committed to a workplace where all of us have the same rights and
opportunities and are treated equally. We are proud to be an inclusive workplace
for all, regardless of religion, ancestry, sexuality, gender, disability or age.

This is what we have agreed upon together. This is our pledge to each other:  



We listen to each other  



We act respectfully and honour each other’s right to privacy  



We are friendly and caring towards each other  



We support one another  



We challenge the norm and are aware of unconscious biases when we
recruit, promote or reward  



We do not comment on physical appearance  



We do not engage in any type of physical contact with a colleague
unless we’re certain it’s mutually wanted

Together, Committed, Creative, Proud. We are Comprend.

Self-Leadership
We work continuously to get a better understanding of ourselves (motivation,
personal values, strengths and development areas) and our behaviours in order to
better make conscious choices in the direction of wellness, performance and
happiness at work. We provide you with the autonomy you need to be able to choose
and change your own behaviours.  


This means you are responsible for your:

Value creation

Learning and development

Wellness and well-being

How I contribute to Comprend’s

Learning and evolving skills and

I listen to my own body and soul to

and our clients’ success.

experience is both fulfilling and

manage stress, physical health and

help me increase the value I can

mental health, taking action and

contribute.

asking for help needed.

We will provide support to help you, but you are in the driver’s seat.  


You will work with your objectives on individual level with these three areas as your
starting point. 



how we work
together

To guide us in our work and our relationships we also have three super
principles and seven principles that guide us on the stormy seas of the VUCA
world. We borrowed them from an open-sourced framework called
Sociocracy 3.0

Three super principles
Artful participation

Bring the best you can to each context. Listen to
understand, not to argue a point or your own perspective.
Remove yourselves out of context where you feel you
don’t/can’t provide value.

Good enough for now,  

safe enough to try

In seek of perfection lies madness a wise man said. Reflect
on what is good enough to take the plunge and try.
Sometimes the bar is really high, sometimes it is really not
that high and is indeed safe enough to try. Then do just that!

Both and more

In a world that is ambiguous, the answer is not always a
simple yes or no, or black or white. It is both, and more. It
doesn’t exclude you from the responsibility of making a
decision, but keeping an open mind, the answer can be
more than one thing. Both and more. Test and verify.

Seven principles for how we
work together

n a more detailed way, we have defined principles for how we work together that
helps you understand how you are expected to act and what you can expect
from your colleagues.
I

Effectiveness

Devote time only to what brings you closer towards
achieving your own, your team’s and/or Comprend’s
objectives/goals.

Consent

Do things in the absence of reasons not to.

Empiricism

Test all assumptions through experiments,
continuous revision and falsification.

Continuous Improvement

Change incrementally to accommodate steady
empirical learning.

Equivalence

People affected by decisions influence and change
them on the basis of reasons to do so.

Transparency

All information is available to everyone in an
organization, unless there is a reason for
confidentiality.

Accountability

espond when something is needed, do what you
agreed to and take ownership for the course of the
organisation.
R

Principles are NOT rules. They provide guidance, process, and a path to walk. They also
give us a fast way of approaching common situations in a way that is good for the
organisation. You should reflect and use it and adapt to the situation and the needs at
hand.  


Principles applied as rules create the opposite of what the intention of them are;
speed, pace and adaptability. We are all experts.

In real life
Starting at Comprend
We start early – even before your first day. Don’t be surprised if your
teammates-to-be invite you over for lunch or an ‘after/post work’ social weeks before
you start. And we might send you some good stuff to read/watch as well. Such as this
Playbook. You will also get a BFF who will guide you through your first time with us
(and who will hopefully remain a good friend for as long as you’re with us!) 


We will also make sure you take part of our values training (Values In Action), get to
know our business by hooking you up with the right colleagues, you will get an
onboarding challenge/assignment, but you will also be invited to H&H Group’s
onboarding process for all new employees to learn more about our sister agencies.  


Your responsibility is to practise artful participation (i.e. to bring your best you to
every activity), to be curious and ask questions whenever you don’t understand
something. And to never ever be afraid to come up with new ideas.

Your development
As stated earlier, we want you to be in the driving seat of your own development. Your
Coach’s and colleagues’ roles are to feedback and support you on your quest for more
knowledge. After all, individual development is best made together with others.  


One of the best ways to learn is to share knowledge between Comprendians. Our job
is to support and hold space for different types of forums for knowledge sharing.  


We also believe that everyone should have the same access to training and
development – so we have a set Training & Development Allowance that every
Comprendian has a right to use.

We need your ideas and opinions!
This is why we will ask you questions every other week or so on different topics rather
than just once a year. For us, your feedback should be considered directly, and we
want to understand the trend of temperature in the organisation continuously over
time. That way, we can work with your ideas or problems when they appear instead of
waiting until the next yearly employee survey. Your feedback is handled confidentially,
and you can always choose to be anonymous.

Our People Promise
Working at Comprend means being in charge of your own development. Our
employees have a high degree of autonomy and we are organised in self-governing
teams.  


We offer you a creative environment with competent colleagues. Together, we want
you to challenge us and our clients so that we continue to be at the forefront of
digital communications. 


We passionately promote work/life balance since we know it will enable you to be
happy and high performing at work. 


...and it’s ok to:
Speak your mind  


Wear sneakers at the office  


Schedule meetings shorter than an hour

 



Work from home  


Be yourself at work  


Ask for help  


Decline a meeting invitation  


Give feedback  


Ask for feedback 


Praise your awesome colleagues  


Put family and personal health first  


Invite everyone in the office to join a plant swap/fika (coffee &
cake)/celebration/yoga session/basketball match or whatever your passion is

Response Ability

The word is play on the three words Response, Ability and Responsibility.
Each of the three are important. 




Response – we expect you to act. We expect you to take initiative and do
things.  


Ability – our skills and how we apply them, our ability to do things is key and
we must always work with to become better at 


Responsibility - we give a mandate, and we take responsibility. Individually
and together with colleagues and clients. If you see something that needs
fixing or can be improved - take action. Do not wait for others.
Inside

(Invisible)

Outside

(Visible)

Me

We

Compredians

“The sweet spot is the heart
where all four aspects are in
balance – that’s what
Response-Ability is all about“

In our approach we are covering all four perspectives of me, we, inside and outside and
what the principles and expectations are. By having this holistic view, we strive to see
you as a human being, providing the best conditions for you to evolve and succeed.

Inspired by
others
Our approach is not simply founded on loose ideas. For those that are
interested, here is some more information and references to explore. At the
heart of everything is our strong belief in the capabilities of people.

Sociocracy 3.0
We use patterns from Sociocracy 3.0 to facilitate an agile organisation. The patterns
help us make decisions faster, define roles and responsibilities and have a structure
that encourages self-organisation and self-leadership. In short, it’s a way to approach
organisations that are human centric and agile. 


https://sociocracy30.org/

Objective-Key Results Framework
Our way of clarifying what we want to achieve, long term and short term and let our
people figure out how to best do this is using the Objective Key Results, OKR,
framework.  


The main objective for us with using this approach is to help and inspire all our people
achieve more than they thought was possible and to do that in a direction that is
beneficial for both the individual and Comprend. 


More reading about OKR framework :


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OKR 


https://rework.withgoogle.com/guides/set-goals-with-okrs/steps/introduction/  


https://www.whatmatters.com/get-started/

Photo by Jesse Bowser on Unsplash

We make

sure
everyone
can be part

of it.

#Inclusion #Ourpromise

